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Abstract - When the topic of measurements comes up in the history of medicine it is often
either associated with the amounts each drug that makes and ingredient on a medicinal
formula or associated with measuring the body and locating the acupuncture loci on it.
Surprisingly, at least from a Western perspective, the former received rather limited attention
in Chinese medical literature. This is probably due to the fact that, unlike their contemporary
Western counterparts, Chinese doctors focused more on the quality of the drugs making the
formula than on their specific quantity. In contrast, measuring the body and thus precisely
determining the location of the acupuncture points was a topic of interest in medical treatises.
This was probably due to the fact that inserting a needle to an incorrect spot could cause a
severe injury.

In this paper I would like to discuss the Tang to Song transition with regard to
measuring the body and locating the acu-points on it. This shift, which brought back the
prominence of acupuncture in comparison to moxibustion, was achieved by implementing
new means of transmitting spatial knowledge of the body via drawings and even a bronze
figure. The latter, on some level, may be compared to the golden meter in its usage. I will
begin with the earliest concerns about measuring the body from the Han dynasty to the Tang
dynasty. I will then present the solution brought forward by Song dynasty doctors and scholar
officials.